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Abstract
To adapt to situations in which speech perception is difficult, listeners can adjust boundaries between phoneme categories using
perceptual learning. Such adjustments can draw on lexical information in surrounding speech, or on visual cues via speechreading. In the present study, listeners proved they were able to flexibly adjust the boundary between two plosive/stop consonants, /p/-/t/, using both lexical and speech-reading information and given the same experimental design for both cue types.
Videos of a speaker pronouncing pseudo-words and audio recordings of Dutch words were presented in alternating blocks of
either stimulus type. Listeners were able to switch between cues to adjust phoneme boundaries, and resulting effects were
comparable to results from listeners receiving only a single source of information. Overall, audiovisual cues (i.e., the videos)
produced the stronger effects, commensurate with their applicability for adapting to noisy environments. Lexical cues were able
to induce effects with fewer exposure stimuli and a changing phoneme bias, in a design unlike most prior studies of lexical
retuning. While lexical retuning effects were relatively weaker compared to audiovisual recalibration, this discrepancy could
reflect how lexical retuning may be more suitable for adapting to speakers than to environments. Nonetheless, the presence of the
lexical retuning effects suggests that it may be invoked at a faster rate than previously seen. In general, this technique has further
illuminated the robustness of adaptability in speech perception, and offers the potential to enable further comparisons across
differing forms of perceptual learning.
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Introduction
Listeners often encounter situations where they must understand a speaker they have never heard before, and must rapidly
adapt to the unique acoustic characteristics of the individual’s
speech. In such scenarios, information other than the auditory
signal itself can be utilized to assist the listener and can influence listeners’ interpretation of what they are hearing. Early
studies demonstrated that knowledge of the lexicon and
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speech reading can create an immediate bias to what listeners
perceive (Ganong, 1980; McGurk & MacDonald, 1976).
More recent studies of perceptual retuning have shown that
listeners can learn to disambiguate speech or speech-like
sounds, by adjusting the boundary of a phoneme category
and expanding the criteria used to identify a phoneme. Both
lexical and speech-reading information have been established
as sources that can facilitate this process, and thus enable the
famously robust adaptability of human speech perception
(Cutler, 2012; Vroomen & Baart, 2012).
In the initial experiments on perceptual retuning, listeners
heard and viewed speech or speech-like stimuli edited to remove clear instances of a critical phoneme, which were then
replaced by an ambiguous phoneme blend nearly indistinguishable from a natural version (Bertelson et al., 2003;
Norris et al., 2003). In lexically guided perceptual learning,
recordings of words ending in a particular phoneme (e.g., /s/,
as in carcass) are edited to end in an ambiguous phoneme
instead, such as an /s/-/f/ blend (Norris et al., 2003; Samuel
& Kraljic, 2009). Following exposure to such stimuli, listeners
perform a categorization task on the ambiguous token and
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other neighboring sounds along an /s/-/f/ continuum and are
likely to report hearing more sounds in accordance with the
preceding exposure stimuli (i.e., as an /s/). Listeners are also
likely to perceive an /s/-/f/ blend as /f/, if they hear recordings
of /f/-final words (e.g., paragraph) with the ambiguous token
replacing the /f/. Likewise, in visually guided recalibration,
participants are presented with video recordings of a speaker
pronouncing a syllable (/aba/ or /ada/) paired with an audio
recording of an ambiguous token (/aba/-/ada/ blend)
(Bertelson et al., 2003). After sufficient exposure to these
videos, participants perform a categorization task on the ambiguous token, and are also likely to report perceiving it as the
phoneme it was replacing (as /aba/ if coupled with videos of
/aba/, or as /ada/ with videos of /ada/). Note that we have used
recalibration here to refer to the audiovisual form, retuning to
refer to the lexical version, and perceptual learning when referring to both. This is in agreement with the terminology used
by the researchers who have developed and deployed the two
approaches, and we will maintain the distinction throughout
our report for the convenience of the reader.
The lexical and visual approaches are certainly similar in
that they both reveal how internal representations of speech
sounds can be reshaped during perceptual experience by reference to existing knowledge. However, despite this similarity
in the resulting effects, the course of the learning can vary
across other dimensions, such as build-up and dissipation, or
the extent to which the effects are still measureable. Lexical
retuning studies typically use longer exposure phases with
critical items embedded into a lexical decision task or other
listening material containing filler words as well, while audiovisual recalibration studies often repeat videos of a single syllable, and eight exposure tokens can be enough to induce
after-effects (see Samuel & Kraljic, 2009, for an overview).
Eisner and McQueen (2006) have shown that the retuning
effects from lexical information can be present up to 12 h after
exposure, both during the daytime or after a night of sleep,
while Baart and Vroomen (2009) noted that audiovisual recalibration effects can quickly diminish with increasing numbers
of items during the follow-up categorization task, and are not
observable after 24 h.
Van Linden and Vroomen (2007) sought to quantify these
differences between lexical and audiovisual perceptual learning by exposing participants to both forms in two separate
sessions, with the categorization task immediately following
each such exposure phase. Retuning effects were larger after
audiovisual exposure than after lexical exposure, but could
build up and dissipate in a similar fashion when the exposure
and test phases were structured consistently.
What is as yet unknown is whether both forms of perceptual learning can be called upon within the same circumstances and under the same experimental constraints.
Perceptual systems must be flexible so as to accommodate
possible variability in speech, so listeners should be capable

of switching between available contextual cues depending on
the needs of the situation, but, conversely, may also find that
switching between two cue types does not allow perceptual
learning effects to build up sufficiently. The present study
addresses this question by comparing perceptual learning effects following lexical and visual/speech-reading exposure,
both within participants and within a single session. In order
to compare them within a single session, the study also explored whether lexical retuning can take place under more
restricted conditions, with short exposure blocks in two possible biasing directions, rather than a long exposure pointing
towards only one phoneme. Following brief exposures to
stimuli ending in an ambiguous phoneme (a /p/-/t/ blend),
wherein the direction of the bias was changing throughout
the session, participants were expected to continuously adjust
the phoneme boundary between two clear phonemes, based
on their responses during categorization tasks on ambiguous
phoneme blends. The same procedure for both audiovisual
recalibration and lexical retuning was maintained in order to
compare them directly. It further allowed us to determine
whether lexical retuning was possible under conditions more
typical of audiovisual recalibration, by presenting only eight
items per exposure block. The design, adapted from van
Linden and Vroomen (2007), incorporated pseudo-words
and words for audiovisual and lexical perceptual learning,
respectively, by presenting interleaved exposure blocks of
the two types of stimuli, each followed by test blocks containing ambiguous phonemes without context.

Methods
Participants
Sixty healthy native Dutch speakers were recruited from
Maastricht University. All participants (37 female and 23
male; mean age = 22 years, standard deviation = 3 years)
had normal hearing, normal or corrected-to-normal vision,
and received study credits or monetary compensation for participating. The study was approved by the university ethical
research board. Participants were randomly selected to be in
one of three groups: exposure to audiovisual/speech-reading
stimuli, to lexical stimuli, or to both.

Materials
The materials for the experiment were modeled on those used
previously by van Linden and Vroomen (2007). A digital
audio and video of a female native Dutch speaker was recorded in a sound-proof booth. Recordings of the syllables /op/
and /ot/ were made, as well as a set of 16 Dutch words (e.g.,
siroop, ‘syrup’; or walnoot, ‘walnut’) and 16 pseudo-words
(e.g., miloop, geroot). The words varied in number of syllables
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and stress pattern and contained a range of segments, and the
pseudo-words were matched in these respects to the real
words, thereby creating varying input that could counteract
possible selective adaptation effects from repetitive stimuli
(Vroomen et al., 2007). All items were recorded with both
/op/ and /ot/ endings.
A ten-step continuum ranging from clear /op/ to clear /ot/
was created using the Praat speech-editing program (Boersma
& van Heuven, 2001), adapted from a procedure devised by
McQueen (1991), based on earlier work by Repp (1981). The
endpoints of the continuum were excised from two recordings
of the Dutch pseudo-words /soop/ and /soot/ with equal durations and a sampling frequency of 44 kHz. To prepare the
continuum, the durations of the consonant (plosive) bursts of
/op/ and /ot/ were spliced out and equated to 186 ms, and the
averaged pitch contour was calculated to replace the original.
The intermediate sounds were created by concatenating the
amplitudes of waveforms in 10% increments with each token
after the first (e.g. 90% /op/ with 10% /ot/, etc.). The preceding
vowels of the two tokens were equated to 50 ms and also
interpolated using the same procedure as with the consonants.
As a result, the second and third formants of the vowel were
systematically decreased from the /ot/-token to the /op/-token.
All items of the continuum were then spliced onto a recording
of /soo/, resulting in ten items varying from /soop/ to /soot/.
Multiple sets of lexical and audiovisual stimuli, or words and
pseudo-words, respectively, were created with the middle
steps of the continuum (steps 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8), which were
most likely to be perceived as most ambiguous. These sounds
were spliced into the stimuli at the zero-crossing closest to the
last 50 ms of the vowel preceding the final consonant, to
eliminate any co-articulatory cues from the preceding vowel.
The appropriate stimuli set was individually chosen for each
participant, during a categorization pre-test prior to the experiment, based on the sound perceived as /op/ or /ot/ for 50% of
the responses, or as close as possible.
Lexical stimuli Lexical stimuli were 16 Dutch words with
word-final voiceless stop consonants, eight ending in /op/
and eight ending in /ot/. In the edited versions, the final phoneme was replaced with the ambiguous phoneme blend. Each
set of eight contained one monosyllable, three disyllables, and
three trisyllables. Stimuli lasted 1,300 ms on average with a
standard deviation of 160 ms. /p/-final words had an average
word frequency of 421 per million, while /t/-words had an
average word frequency of 367 per million.
Audiovisual stimuli Audiovisual stimuli consisted of 16
videos of a speaker pronouncing Dutch pseudo-words, which
were matched with the lexical stimuli for number of syllables.
Pseudo-words were created using the program WinWordGen
1.0 for Dutch (Duyck et al., 2004), and were recorded with
videos centered around the mouth of the speaker. The edited
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audio recordings containing the ambiguous final phoneme
replaced the original audio of the video recordings. Based on
the speaker’s lip movements, eight of the videos indicated an
/op/ ending, and the other eight an /ot/ ending. Each video
lasted 1,400 ms on average with a standard deviation of
100 ms and no stimuli were longer than 1,500 ms. Videos
were approximately 24 frames per second with 1,920 ×
1,080 pixels per frame.

Procedure
Participants were individually tested in a sound-proofed room.
Stimuli were delivered using Presentation software
(Neurobehavioral Systems, Inc.) and sound stimuli were presented through Philips Sensimetric earphones at a comfortable
listening volume. Participants first underwent a pre-test in
order to determine the step of the /op/-/ot/ continuum perceived to be most ambiguous. The items of the continuum
were presented 100 times in total, with more presentations
of medial steps than endpoints. For each sound, participants
indicated with a button press if the sound resembled /ot/ or
/op/. The step of the continuum reported as /op/ or /ot/ for 50%
of trials, or as close as possible, was used to determine the
appropriate stimuli set to use in the exposure blocks of the
experiment, as well as the sound used during the test blocks.
All participants’ perceived midpoints ranged between steps 4
and 8. All of the audio endings of the audiovisual and lexical
stimuli would contain the individually selected ambiguous
token. Individual ambiguous-token selection (as typically
used for audiovisual studies since Bertelson et al., 2003) ensures that each participant will receive an equivalently effective stimulus set, but direct comparisons have shown that the
perceptual learning process is unaffected by the choice between this method versus the simpler method (as typically
used for audio-only studies since Norris et al., 2003) in which
all participants receive the same ambiguous stimulus based on
a pre-test with a separate group of listeners (Bruggeman &
Cutler, 2019).
Once the appropriate midpoint and its corresponding stimuli were selected, participants began the main experiment,
which consisted of 32 blocks in total, each block beginning
with eight exposure stimuli, followed by six test stimuli. Four
unique exposure stimuli were presented, each repeated twice,
and within a block, all had either /op/ or /ot/ endings so as to
induce a bias in one direction at a time. For lexical stimuli, a
gray fixation cross was present on the screen, while a black
screen was present between video clips during audiovisual
exposure. Each exposure trial lasted 1,600 ms in total, including the sound/video presentation and a brief silence. During
the test phase, the ambiguous token from the continuum and
its two neighbors (one more /op/-sounding, the other closer to
/ot/) were each presented twice. After each sound presentation, the participants were prompted to respond with a button
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press to indicate the sound it most resembled (/op/ or /ot).
Blocks were presented in pseudo-random order, where no
more than two blocks with the same phoneme bias followed
one another. Participants were randomly assigned to the three
possible experimental conditions (lexical stimuli only, audiovisual stimuli only, or both types of stimuli). In the third
group, blocks contained either lexical or audiovisual stimuli,
and order was counterbalanced, such that the stimulus type
changed every four blocks. For all three groups, the phoneme
bias switched every one or two blocks. In total, 256 exposure
trials were presented (for the third group, 128 of each exposure type), and 192 test trials. Examples of the testing procedure are shown in Fig. 1.
Blocks alternated between presenting exposure and test
stimuli. Exposure blocks consisted of eight items, either audio
recordings of words or videos of pseudo-words, inducing a
bias towards either /op/ or /ot/ during each block. Two groups
received only one of the two types of stimuli (audiovisual or

lexical), while a third group was presented with both types of
stimuli (changing every four blocks). Each exposure block
was followed by a test block containing the most ambiguous
sound along the continuum, and its two perceptual neighbors,
to which listeners responded depending on whether it was
perceived as /op/ or /ot/.

Fig. 1 Examples of the testing procedure. Participants received
audiovisual (a), lexical (b), or both types of stimuli during exposure
blocks, followed by test blocks. Participants who underwent single
exposures would follow the procedure outlined in either panel A or B

repeatedly for 32 blocks, while the third group received both A and B for
the duration of the experiment. Any given exposure block aimed to elicit a
bias towards either /p/ or /t/. Test items were randomized for every block

Results
Pre-test results
All participants underwent a pre-test to determine the most
ambiguous sound along the /op/-/ot/ continuum. On average,
the seventh step was closest to the 50% perceptual midpoint
and was the most frequent choice across participants. Pre-test
results averaged across participants over the ten steps are
shown in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2 Pre-test results. Proportions of /t/-responses for each of the ten continuum sounds presented during the pre-test, averaged across all participants
(n=60)

Perceptual learning results
Results were analyzed using the statistical package, R, with
the lme4 library. All variables were entered into a generalized
linear mixed-effects model with a logistic linking function for
a binomial distribution. Four independent variables were entered into the model. Phoneme bias referred to the direction of
the bias induced by the stimuli, being either /op/ or /ot/, while
the conditions were either lexical or audiovisual. One out of
the three participant groups was exposed to both audiovisual
and lexical stimuli, while the other two groups only underwent
one form of exposure, so the model accounted for this with a
variable of switch, by coding the two single exposure groups
as one value and the third group (double exposure) as another.
A variable was included for the three different sounds used
during the test phases; the most ambiguous sound (selected
during the pre-test) and its two surrounding neighbors from
the continuum. Finally, the serial block position was also included, to see whether retuning effects varied from the start to
the end of the experiment. All variables were numerically
coded to be centered around 0. Phoneme bias, condition,
and switching were entered as fixed effects, while the
within-subject factors phoneme bias, sounds, block position,
and an additional variable of subject were included as random
effects as well. The dependent variable was the response to the
test tokens, with “0” and “1” representing /op/ and /ot/, respectively. A maximal model containing all variables was created,
as well as random slopes for all within-subjects variables and
their interactions. The resulting model of best fit was:
Response ~ 1 + Phoneme bias * Condition * Switching *
Sound * Block position + (1 + Phoneme bias * Sound *
Block position || Subject). Fixed-effects correlations were
checked to ensure the validity of the model, and all were less
than 0.2.

The model showed a significant negative effect of the intercept, or general tendency to respond with /p/ across all test
blocks. A significant main effect of phoneme bias and significant interactions between phoneme bias and condition, block
position, and phoneme bias, and between block position, phoneme bias, and condition, were also found.
The main effect of phoneme bias revealed that more /t/
responses were seen after blocks biased towards /t/ than
blocks biased towards /p/, which confirmed that listeners
showed perceptual learning effects after audiovisual and lexical exposure. Bonferroni-corrected pairwise contrasts were
performed on the factors in the three-way interaction, between
block position, phoneme bias, and condition. Significantly
more /t/-responses were found after /t/-biased blocks than /p/
-biased blocks in the audiovisual condition than in the lexical
condition (see Fig. 3). More specifically, significant differences between /t/-responses following /p/- and /t/-biased
blocks were found across all block positions in the audiovisual
condition (p<0.002), and for all blocks in the lexical condition
(p<0.05), although slightly less at the first block (p=0.06).
According to the model results, perceptual learning effects
did not vary significantly across the testing session in either
condition, although a statistically non-significant reduction in
audiovisual recalibration was found from block 5 to block 6
(see Fig. 4). As no significant main effects were found for the
remaining factors of switching or sound, we concluded that
perceptual learning effects did not vary due to either of these
factors.

Discussion
In the present study, listeners could adjust phoneme boundaries using both lexical and audiovisual information, and
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Fig. 3 Audiovisual and lexical perceptual learning effects. Proportions of
/t/-responses collapsed across the three test sounds, split by group that
received both exposures (left panel) and single-condition groups (right

panel), and separated by exposure type. The dashed line indicates the pretest average of /t/-responses over all participants to the individually selected midpoint (=0.4528)

switch between these two sources of information within a
session. Comparison groups that underwent only one form
of exposure showed similar levels of after-effects to the group
that received both exposure types. Although the interleaved
exposure blocks could have potentially led to interference
between the two forms of perceptual learning, no such deficit
was shown. Audiovisual recalibration and lexical retuning
thereby appear to be separate processes, and do not necessarily
interact with each other even while being measured in alternation and with the same phoneme pair. Neither form of perceptual learning showed significant variation over the course

of the experiment, with the exception of lexical retuning effects at the first test block. A reduction in audiovisual recalibration was found between the fifth and sixth test blocks (from
a 15% to an 8% difference in subtracted /t/-responses), although it was not statistically significant. While audiovisual
recalibration was more robust overall, it appears that the effects may not be sustained with increasing numbers of test
blocks, perhaps due to fatigue with repeated testing.
Vroomen et al. (2004) have also reported reductions in audiovisual recalibration with increasing numbers of test items.
Nevertheless, perceptual learning effects were largely stable

Fig. 4 Subtracted perceptual learning effects from first to last block. The
subtracted difference in the percentage of /t/-responses for each block are
shown (/t/-responses following /t/-biased blocks minus /t/-responses after

/p/-biased blocks). Lexical- and audiovisual-only groups are collapsed
every two blocks, while responses from the double-exposure group are
averaged per block
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throughout the testing session, and short and alternating exposures still led to observable effects on a block-to-block basis.
The experimental design used in the present study is in
several ways more common in audiovisual recalibration experiments than in audio-only lexical retuning experiments. As
noted, the two types of task typically differ in whether the
ambiguous sound is customized to the individual participant,
as in the present case, or is based on a separate pre-test with a
separate participant group, as in most lexical retuning studies;
but the two ambiguity determination methods have been
shown to produce equivalent learning effects (Bruggeman &
Cutler, 2019). In addition, lexical retuning studies commonly
use longer exposure phases combined with a distractor activity, such as a lexical decision task, a counting task, or listening
to a story (see Cutler et al., 2010, for an overview), and only
induce a bias towards one particular phoneme, instead of repeatedly changing the bias direction (Kraljic & Samuel,
2009). Lexical retuning effects with such designs have been
found to be robust and even measurable up to 12 h later
(Eisner & McQueen, 2006). Lexical retuning effects in the
present study may not have been as pronounced due to the
experimental design, as listeners were continuously adapting
the category boundary in two opposing directions. Although it
is therefore arguable that such a design may be more suitable
for audiovisual recalibration and may not have been optimal
for inducing lexically driven retuning, perceptual shifts in all
conditions were still clearly evident.
The interleaved design still allowed lexical information to
adjust phoneme boundaries using the same phoneme pair in
either direction, with no reduction resulting from switching
between exposure types, or due to short exposure blocks
(which may not have given listeners adequate time to allow
effects to accumulate). Kraljic and Samuel (2007) have reported that lexical retuning can take place in a speaker-specific
manner, such that one particular phoneme pair is adjusted with
one speaker, and another pair with another speaker, befitting
the role of retuning in social conversations with potentially
many participants. Similarly, the flexibility of lexical retuning
observed in the present study is consistent with the hypothesized value of lexical retuning for ensuring such adjustment to
newly encountered interlocutors is rapid. Audiovisual recalibration can occur between multiple speakers (Mitchel, Gerfen,
& Weiss, 2016) and even in two different directions by each
ear (Keetels, Pecoraro, & Vroomen, 2015; Keetels,
S t e k e l e n b u r g , & Vr o o m e n , 2 0 1 6 ) . T h e s t u d y
design was adapted from van Linden and Vroomen (2007),
who also reported that lip-reading pseudo-words led to recalibration, but in the present study, could take place while interleaved with lexical retuning. Note that the use of pseudowords and interleaved exposure in our study may be the
source of the lack of significance between test sounds (e.g.,
most /t/-responses for the most /t/-sounding token, etc.).
Pseudo-words, rather than single syllables, were less specific
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to the phoneme at hand and could have led to a minor detraction in sound-specific recalibration.
The interleaved design of the present study would also lend
itself well to neuroimaging studies. With the advancement of
neuroimaging techniques such as functional MRI (fMRI), this
design allows for exploration of the neural underpinning of
multiple phoneme percepts induced by multiple cue types, all
while presenting the same acoustic token during and after
various contextual conditions. The paradigm could be used
to explore how other phoneme pairs may fare, and how the
learning effects would vary depending on the types of phonemes being manipulated (i.e., plosives/stops vs. fricatives).
Audiovisual information proved more effective than lexical
cues in inducing subsequent retuning effects, in line with prior
findings (Lüttke et al., 2018; Mitterer & Reinisch, 2017; van
Linden & Vroomen, 2007). This difference is predicted given
the visual salience of the /p/-/t/ contrast (a bilabial vs. an alveolar plosive) compared to the subtlety of the auditory difference between the same two sounds (both voiceless, both
plosive). Any potential advantage to lip-reading cues is thus
tied to the phonemes at hand, as they must be visually distinguishable in order for audiovisual cues to be a source of guidance. Prior studies have noted variation in the nature of lexical
retuning across phoneme pairs in audio-only presentations
(Kraljic & Samuel, 2007), as well within-pair differences in
shift effect size (Cutler et al., 2010); other contrasts may display varying patterns of relative effect. Notably, the difference
in the magnitude of audiovisual and lexical perceptual learning effects in the present study was largely due to the difference in responses after /p/-biased blocks. The proportions of
/t/-responses after audiovisual and lexical /t/-biased blocks
were rather similar, whereas audiovisual /p/-blocks elicited
fewer /t/-responses than lexical /p/ blocks. This strong /p/ response in the audiovisual /p/ blocks is as expected; not only is
the /p-/t/ distinction visually salient, this salience is effectively
carried by the /p/, so that the audiovisual contrast effectively
amounts to plus versus minus lip closure. The possibility remains that the lexical information contained in the /p/-biased
blocks may not have been as effective in inducing a shift in
perception as the lexical information in the /t/-biased blocks;
and as previously mentioned, each individual phoneme can
vary in the extent that its boundary can be shifted by contextual cues. However, the reliability of the lip cues to /p/ for
conversational participants is evidently the strongest effect.
The asymmetry between the sizes of the observed lexical
and audiovisual retuning effects highlights how their intrinsic
purposes may differ. Lexical cues can lead to retuning in response to static speaker characteristics that are unlikely to
change, such as accents or idiosyncratic pronunciations
unique to a particular speaker (Cutler et al., 2010). A speaker’s
pronunciation of a particular word is unlikely to change within
a short amount of time. Lexical retuning effects may be more
optimal in one particular direction, as was indeed seen in this
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study. In contrast, recalibration driven by speech-reading may
be particularly useful and reliable in environmental circumstances that are not tied to a specific speaker, such as the
presence of noise (Macleod & Summerfield, 1987; Massaro
& Jesse, 2007; Sumby & Pollack, 1954). Thereby, the
retuning resulting from audiovisual cues may be more malleable and more easily reconfigured across phonemes. In realworld scenarios, this means that listeners can attend to cues
according to the needs of the situation, but are capable of
switching between the two if required, as is suggested by the
results of this study.
As noted in the Methods section, the materials were designed to avoid selective adaptation effects, which typically
occur when listeners have undergone repeated exposure to a
clear sound, but as a result are likely to perceive similar ambiguous sounds as a contrasting phoneme to the original
(Eimas & Corbit, 1973). For example, after repeated presentations of clear auditory /op/, sounds on a continuum of /op/
-/ot/ are more likely to be perceived as /ot/ than as /op/, i.e., the
reverse of the exposure (Kleinschmidt & Jaeger, 2016;
Vroomen et al., 2004, 2007). Selective adaptation can thus
be viewed as the opposite of perceptual learning effects.
Interestingly, one previous study (Samuel 2001) found that
listeners who underwent short exposures to ten words containing an ambiguous phoneme, similar to the design of the present study, showed selective adaptation effects during the subsequent test phases (ambiguous tokens presented without context). In this particular case, it is possible that the stimuli involved were insufficiently ambiguous, and could have been
perceived as clear phonemes even when embedded in
mismatching stimuli; this could potentially have induced a
contrasting percept for a subsequently presented isolated
sound. Importantly, the pattern of results in the current study
clearly resembles perceptual learning, and not selective adaptation (which would have led to the opposite pattern of results,
i.e., fewer /t/ responses after /t/-biased block than after /p/biased blocks). The observed results showed significantly
more /t/-responses after /t/-biased blocks and significantly
fewer after /p/-biased blocks. The average proportion of /t/responses to the individually selected midpoint (during the
pre-test) was used to verify whether there were more or less
/t/-responses after /t/- and /p/-biased blocks, respectively, relative to the proportion of /t/-responses during the pre-test. As
shown in Fig. 3, more /t/-responses after /t/-biased blocks were
seen compared to the baseline of the pre-test, and fewer /t/responses compared to baseline were found after /p/-biased
blocks as well. Therefore, it appears unlikely that listeners
could have undergone selective adaptation effects, which
would have been in the opposite directions compared to baseline as well. Again, Van Linden and Vroomen (2007)
have also reported lexical retuning effects with short exposures containing ambiguous sounds.

Overall, the results of the present study suggest that it is
possible to compare audiovisual and lexical retuning under
similar constraints and that listeners are capable of using both
sources of information within a short period of time to adjust
phoneme boundaries. While audiovisual cues were, as expected, able to elicit larger recalibration effects, our results indicate
that lexical retuning may be flexible in a manner not previously shown, using short exposures to create shifts in two
opposing directions, all within a single session. Both lexical
and audiovisual perceptual learning were achieved with interleaved exposure blocks and, consequently, we suggest that
phoneme boundary retuning can be utilized as a short-term
solution for listeners’ perceptual difficulties, and can be updated rapidly in accordance with the available contextual cues.
The robustness of adaptability in speech perception becomes
more apparent with every new investigative technique. In conclusion, the present technique would allow itself to be deployed in the future to explore the neural underpinnings of
perceptual retuning, and to investigate potential differences
in the multiple percepts induced by lexical and visual/
speech-reading information.
Open Practices The data and materials for all experiments are
available at https://hdl.handle.net/10411/RWVUTN. None of
the experiments were pre-registered.
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